March 25,2016

Jack Housenger

Director, Office of Pesticide Programs
U.S. EPA, 2777 South Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA22202
Dear Director Housenger

I am writing about an issue that was brought to my attention during the Association of American
Pesticide Control Officials (AAPCO) Board of Directors meeting, held on March 6,2016.The
issue concerns the Pesticide Regulatory Education Program. Specifically, travel funding for
EPA's PREP Coordinator to attend each of the training courses. The APPCO Board of Directors
was informed by Ms. Carol Black of Washington State University (and the current PREP
cooperative grant agreement recipient) that she was notified the EPA PREP Coordinator would
no longer be allowed to attend PREP courses due to travel funding reductions. This is deeply
concerning to the AAPCO Board of Directors, and many of the state lead pesticide agencies
(SLA's) that find immense value in having access to the PREP Coordinator during PREP
courses.
The goal of the PREP program is to provide educational training to develop or enhance the
abilities of states, tribes and territories to implement pesticide regulatory and enforcement
progmms or, undertake new initiatives. The training includes pesticide program issues (e.g.,
water quality, pesticide product registration, applicator certification and training, worker safety
and laboratory management), compliance and enforcement, and other support topics (e.g., risk
communication, managerial and leadership training). The PREP training is intended for seniorlevel management in state, tribal and U.S. tenitories working under the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act Cooperative Agreement with EPA.
Over the years, I have had the opportunity to participate in a number of PREP courses. I have
always found them to be extremely valuable, as well as, an effective way to build networks and
collaborative working relationships among State Lead Agencies (SLA's), tribes, territories, and
EPA to effectively utilize our limited resources. I have served on the PREP Steering Committee
since 2013 and feel strongly that it is important to have EPA's PREP Coordinator present at the
PREP meetings. The PREP Coordinator has always contributed to the conversations with the
SLA's and Tribal representatives to help foster the EPA, SLA and Tribal partnerships.
The concern that I and many of my colleagues have, is in regards to the possible loss of travel
funds for the PREP Coordinator to attend the PREP meetings. We feel the Coordinator's
attendance and participation in the meetings goes beyond simply being important to insuring a
successful PREP course. The Coordinator serves as a critical conduit for information exchange
between EPA and their regulatory partners; further, they represent EPA and convey important
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initiatives and viewpoints to the steering committee, planning committees, and dialogue
during the PREP Courses, and to convey state issues and viewpoints back to EPA for their
consideration. Equally important is that state regulators have access to an EPA staff member
who understands registration, compliance, enforcement, and laboratory issues and where they
intersect with other EPA and state programs. With EPA's PREP Coordinator actively engaged
throughout each PREP Course, the information they gather is important for developing future
courses and agendas.

Therefore, I would respectfully request that EPA give consideration to providing funding for the
PREP Coordinator to attend the PREP courses. Should you have any questions regarding this
matter, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,
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Dennis W. Howard
AAPCO President
Chief Pesticide Regulation Section
Maryland Department of Agriculture

cc: Amy Bamber, AAPCO Executive
file: PREP Coordinator Fundins
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